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Abstract 
The mechanisms of flame blowout under pressure gradient effects are explored for a 
bluff-body stabilized flame. The blowout process is induced through equivalence ratio reduction 
from a lean stabilized flame to complete blowout. Simultaneous high-speed particle image 




 chemiluminescence imaging diagnostics are used to obtain the 
instantaneous flame structure, vorticity field, equivalence ratio, and local strain rate during the 
extinction process. The goal is to elucidate the effect of flame-generated vorticity on lean flame 
extinction. Three test-sections configured as a nozzle, a rectangular duct, and a diffuser, are used 
to alter the downstream pressure gradient yielding high, nominal, and low magnitudes of flame-
generated baroclinic torque. For all three configurations, the flame brush narrows and the shear 
layer vorticity expands in the transverse direction resulting in flame-shear interactions and 
extinction. The flame-shear layer interaction increases the strain rate along the flame; however, 
the strong flame-generated vorticity for the nozzle case delayed the strain rate increase by 
keeping the flame away from the shear layer the longest. The sharp increase in the Karlovitz 
number above unity caused by the sudden increase in the strain rate corresponds to the time of 
flame brush contraction and shear layer width expansion. It is shown that the downstream 
pressure gradient can either augment or attenuate the time required for the Karlovitz number to 
reach a critical value of unity, which is associated with local extinctions along the flame. In all of 
the test-section configurations, the flame-generated vorticity has a weak influence on the Bénard 
von Kármán (BVK) instability mode and its harmonics. The Strouhal number during blow-out 
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remained relatively constant in all of the cases showing greater sensitivity to the shear layer 
length than to the BVK frequency. 
 
1. Introduction 
Flame stability is a persistent concern within propulsion and energy technologies, such as 
ramjet engines and gas turbines, where combustion systems are used to convert stored chemical 
energy into propulsive and electrical power [1,2]. The flame stabilization process occurs over 
limited conditions, and in the effort to mitigate pollutant emissions such as NOx and CO, these 
combustion devices operate close to the lean limit [3]. However, operating near the lean 
combustion limit increases the susceptibility of flame blowout in high-speed flows when 
disturbances, such as a sudden reduction of fuel flow, occur in the system [4–6]. Hence, a better 
understanding of flame stabilization in high-speed flows is needed to further the development of 
turbulent combustion technologies and advanced engines. 
A common method of flame stabilization in high-speed flows is through using a bluff-body 
that is placed in the flow path. The bluff-body induces flow separation, forming a recirculation 
zone within the immediate bluff-body wake [7,8]. The recirculation zone provides long residence 
times for flames to anchor and stabilize through turbulent flow interactions between freestream 
cold reactants and recirculating combustion products [7–10]. The operational range of bluff-body 
flames, however, are bounded by stability performance limits that are a function of inflow 
velocity, fuel-air ratio, temperature, pressure, and bluff-body geometry [11–14].  Outside of 
these bounds, the flame is subjected to excessive fluid dynamic and hydrodynamic strain and 
results in a global flame extinction and blow-out [5,6,11,12]. 
Considerable attention has been garnered for bluff-body stabilized turbulent premixed flames 
over many decades [15–17] to provide a thorough understanding of the broad features of flame 
anchoring and extinction. For instance, Nair and Lieuwen have documented global flame 
oscillations of bluff-body flames near blowout [5]; this oscillatory behavior was found to be 
reminiscent of the Bénard von Kármán (BVK) vortex shedding instability. This global instability 
was hypothesized to promote high flame curvatures while imparting an oscillatory hydrodynamic 
strain rate upon the flame boundary [4–6]. Increased curvature and hydrodynamic straining both 
contribute to overall flame stretch and cause localized extinctions along the flame [5]. 
Chowdhury et al. [18] found that the strain rate magnitudes and frequency of localized 
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extinctions intensify as the equivalence ratio is reduced. This discussion was augmented by 
Tuttle et al. [19], who resolved the local strain rate along a bluff-body flame and determined that 
the spatial locations where the flame experiences the largest strain rates correspond to regions 
where the flame boundary overlaps with the convecting Kelvin-Helmholtz shear layer vorticity. 
Additionally, Chaudhuri et al. [20] concluded that as the equivalence ratio is reduced, the 
laminar flame speed will decrease and allow the flame to collimate and interact with the shear 
layer vorticity. The flame-shear layer interaction drives high strain rates along the flame and 
results in localized extinction events that consequently lead to global blowout. The culmination 
of these research studies have deduced that flame-vortex interactions are a key driving 
mechanism of lean blowout. However, additional details of the temporal dynamics of the 
extinguishing flame-flow field are still desired to fully characterize and validate these 
mechanisms. 
To further characterize the extinguishing vorticity dyanmics within the flow field, it is 
beneficial to study the combustion-induced vortex mechanisms of dilatation and baroclinic 
torque from the vorticity transport equation. These two vorticity mechanisms are generated by 
the presence of the flame within the flow field and act to stabilize the flame [21]. The dilatation 
vorticity mechanism is directly dependent upon the density ratio between the reactants and 
products, and is associated with the gas expansion of the combustion products within the flow 
domain [22,23]. Dilatation also acts as a vortex sink within the reacting flow domain aiding in 
flame stabilization through suppression of the BVK vortex shedding instability [6,22]. The 
baroclinic torque mechanism is expressed as  P 21  and is produced from the 
misalignment of the axial pressure gradient, ∇𝑃, and the density gradient, ∇𝜌, between unburnt 
reactants and burnt products across the thickness of the flame [6,21,22,24]. Baroclinic torque is 
unique from other vorticity mechanisms as it generates new vorticity along the boundary of the 
flame and has the most significant influence on the flame structure, velocity fields, turbulence, 
and heat release when compared to the other vortex mechanisms [6,24,25]. These combustion-
induced vortex mechanisms play a crucial role for achieving flame stabilization; however, when 
operating at low equivalence ratios, the magnitudes of dilatation and baroclinic torque are 
reduced, leading to flame structural instabilities and exacerbated flame stretching [5,6,18–20]. 
More specifically, the vorticity generated from the baroclinic torque mechanism acts in the 
opposite direction relative to the shear layer vorticity within the recirculation zone [26]; in this 
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manner, the superposition of the baroclinic torque attenuates the shear layer vorticity (or shear 
layer roll-up) monotonically along the axial distance [6,26].  
Recent studies from Morales et al. [27] have experimentally characterized the temporal 
mechanisms of bluff-body flame extinction. The results showed the role of baroclinic torque 
during flame blowout and its effects on flame-vortex interaction dynamics. It was demonstrated 
that the temporal reduction of baroclinic torque allows for the magnitude of the shear layer 
vorticity to increase. Simultaneously, the flame boundary collimates and is pushed toward the 
shear region, exposing the flame to high vorticity magnitudes. The increased vorticity 
magnitudes experienced by the flame were shown to correlate to the increase in strain rate along 
the flame. In other words, the flame-vorticity interaction dynamics expose the flame boundary to 
high strain rate magnitudes that result in localized extinctions and flame blowout. 
The current research seeks to build upon recent investigations of flame blowout and highlight 
the role of baroclinic torque throughout the extinction process. To do so, lean blowout is 
investigated within a bluff-body combustor coupled with high-speed optical diagnostics. The role 
of flame-generated baroclinic torque on the extinction process is explored by changing the 
magnitude of baroclinic torque through tailoring the axial pressure gradient within the combustor 
using nozzle, rectangular, and diffuser configurations. The goal of the current work is to provide 
clarity and additional insights into the role of baroclinicity on the flame-votex interaction 
dynamics that cause extinction. In doing so, this work also validates the temporal blowout 
mechanisms previously hypothesized.  
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Figure 1. Schematic of experimental facility. 
a) Blow down combustion facility and b) 
bluff-body flame stabilizer, coordinate axes, 






2. Experimental Methodology 
2.1 Combustion Facility 
Experiments were conducted in a high-speed combustion facility. The combustion facility is 
an enclosed flow channel that is designed for high-speed flows with a bluff-body and an 
optically accessible test section. The schematic of the facility is provided in Fig. 1.  The facility 
consists of a conical diffuser with an inlet diameter of 50 mm and a rectangular exit with an 
internal height and width of 157 and 127 mm, respectively. The rectangular plenum has an 
overall length of 2.250 m. Square mesh screens are placed between the plenums for flow 
conditioning. The mesh screens have a wire diameter of 1 mm and a characteristic length of 
4 mm that yields an open area of 64%. A fifth-order polynomial nozzle reducer is attached 
immediately following the plenum and accelerates the flow to the bluff-body. A ballistic-type 
bluff-body was used to minimize the flow separation at the leading edge and as a point of flame 
anchoring at the trailing edge. The height 
and length of the bluff-body are 16 and 
64 mm, respectively, providing a blockage 
ratio of ~30%. This design is advantageous 
when compaired to other bluff-body 
geometries: it reduces the drag over the 
bluff-body, increases the range of inflow 
velocities in which flames can be stabilized, 
and extends the weak extinction limits to 
lower equivalence ratios [13]. 
The bluff-body is positioned on the axial 
centerline and spans across the full width of 
the test section. A schematic depicting the 
bluff-body is provided in Fig. 1b. 
Immediately following the bluff-body is an 
optically accessible test-section. The height 
and width of the test-section are 45 and 
127 mm, respectively. The test-section can 
be configured as a diffuser, a nozzle, or as a 
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Figure 2. Test-section configurations 
showing the diffuser, nominal, and nozzle 
geometries. The various geometries are 
achieved from 3-degree angles wedges. 
 
straight rectangular duct (also known as the 
nominal configuration), as presented within 
Fig. 2. The diffuser and nozzle configurations 
are achieved via 3-degree angled wedges that 
adjust the orientation of the upper and lower 
walls of the test section. 
Three of the four test section walls are 
recessed and fitted with fused quartz silica 
glass to allow for optical diagnostics. The 
upper surface of the test section is the only one 
that is not optically accessible, and is also 
painted black to minimize light scattering. 
Static pressure ports are also installed along 
the axial length of the upper wall to quantify 
the axial pressure profiles for each of the 
configurations within Fig. 2. The pressure ports have an inner tube diameter of 1 mm and are 
mounted flush with the inside wall. The pressure taps are evenly spaced every 3.18 mm along the 
length of the upper wall to provide an adequate spatial resolution to characterize the axial 
pressure profiles within the test-section. The pressure ports are connected through small plastic 
tubes to a Scanivalve system with PDCR-23d pressure transducers. Pressure measurements are 
acquired at a sampling frequency of 2500 Hz with 3000 total samples collected. The uncertainty 
of the pressure measurements is nominally ± 8 Pa, and the corresponding uncertainty in the axial 
pressure gradient is ± 0.46 Pa/m. The mean pressure at each downstream location is used to 
quantify the axial pressure profile and pressure gradient within the test section for all three 
geometry configurations presented within Fig. 2. 
2.2 Flow control system 
Air flow was regulated using an electro-pneumatic valve (JFLow Series DM4500) upstream 
of the experimental facility. The valve was controlled in a feedback loop using a pressure 
transducer (Dwyer Series 626) and a proportional-integral (PI) controller. A computer program 
controlled the PI controller and adjusted the pneumatic valve position to obtain the desired air 
flow velocity within the optical viewing region. To obtain the desired equivalence ratio of Φ = 
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0.7, gaseous propane was injected into the bulk air flow upstream of the flow conditioning 
plenum. The propane flow rate was controlled with a rotameter, regulator, and a soleniod valve. 
The free-stream velocity of the propane-air mixture within the test-section was maintained at 25 
m/s along the trailing edge of the bluff-body for all test conditions. Spark-wire ignited the 
combustible mixture and flame extinction was achieved by rapidly stopping the propane flow 
rate using the soleniod valve. Simultaneous high-speed PIV and chemiluminescence diagnostic 
techniques recorded the transient flame blow-out process. 
2.3 Optical Diagnostics 
Three high-speed imaging systems were employed simultaneously in this study: 1) a wide-
field, two-component particle image velocimetry (PIV) system, 2) a narrow-field, high spatial 




 chemiluminescence imaging 
system [27,28]. The utility of having two overlapping PIV systems is that it enables one to put 
high-resolution, narrow-field SPIV measurements into the context of the overall flow-field. Each 
system is described below and the general schematic of the optical setup is provided within Fig. 
3.  
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2.3.1 Wide-Field PIV 
The wide-field PIV system consists of a high-speed laser, sheet-forming optics, and a camera 
mounted perpendicularly to the flow facility; this is depicted within Fig. 3. A dual-cavity, diode 
pumped solid state Nd:YAG laser is used to illuminate aluminum oxide (Al2O3) seed particles 
within the flow. The seed particles have a nominal diameter of 150 nm and are injected into the 
main bulk flow via a pressure-driven swirl seeder. Once pressurized, the particles mix within the 
seeder and an in-line ball value is opened to allow the seed to enter the reactants upstream of the 
flow conditioning plenum. To prevent the seed particles from agglomerating, the seeder also 
inclides two mesh screens, each with a mesh size of 20 μm. The seed and reactants flow through 
the plenum to ensure a premixed mixture of uniform seed density reaches the bluff-body 
combustor. To illuminate the particles within the combustor, a 532 nm dual head laser is 
operated sequentially to produce 12 mJ pulses with 20 kHz repetition rate; the time separation 
for each pulse pair is 50 μs. The laser beam is formed into a sheet using a pair of cylindrical 
lenses (focal lengths -25 mm and +450 mm) and directed into the test section using a 1000 mm 
focal length cylindrical lens and a mirror mounted below the test section. 
Elastic scattering from the alumina particles was imaged on a high-speed Photron SA1.1 
camera mounted perpendicular to the flow facility, as shown within Fig. 3. The camera is 
equipped with a 50 mm focal length, f/1.2 imaging lens and collects images over an array 
comprised of 1024 x 1024 set to read out in partial frame mode 512 × 379 pixels across a field of 
view of 61 × 45 mm. The wide-field spatial domain encompasses the bluff-body recirculation 
zone and reattachment region between 0.55 ≤ x/H ≤ 4.75. The corresponding spatial resolution of 
the wide-field PIV images is 125 μm/pixel. The images are processed within PIVLab 1.35 
software [29] and validated using LaVision Davis software. The images are first preprocessed 
with a contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) filter to enhance the contrast of 
the images [30]. Velocity vector fields were determined via a four-step multi-pass cross-
correlation algorithm beginning with an initial interrogation region of 64 × 64 pixels and 
reducing to a final grid of 16 × 16 pixels with a 50% overlap for each interrogation step. The 
final vector spacing is λm = 950 µm, which is λm/lf = 2 relative to the laminar flame thickness of a 
propane-air flame at Φ = 0.7, and λm/λk = 14.1 relative to the Kolmogorov length scale. The 
statistical correlation uncertainty in the velocity is 0.25 m/s [31].  
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2.3.2 High-Resolution Stereoscopic PIV 
The SPIV system consisted of a high-speed laser and a pair of high-speed Photron SA-Z 
cameras mounted on opposite sides of the facility, as shown in Fig. 3. The SPIV cameras were 
equipped with a Tamron 180 mm focal length f/4 macro lens as well as scheimpflug adaptors to 
mitigate the image blur and adjust the plane of focus to align with the laser sheet. The field of 
view for the SPIV system is nested within the wide-field system, allowing for a single laser (the 
532 nm ND:Yag laser described in Section 2.3.1) to illuminate the flow field for both 
diagniostics. This also ensures that images are collected simultaneously across both diagnostics 
at the same frequency of 20 kHz. The SPIV cameras are focused on the region between 1.8 ≤ x/H 
≤ 3.4 to highlight the area where global blowout is expected to initiate. This region covers a 
spatial domain of 24 × 24 mm and images are collected over a sensor comprised of 1024 × 1024 
pixels. This results in a spatial resolution of 24 μm/pix for the SPIV images. The SPIV images 
are processed in the same manner as the wide-field images utilizing a four-step multi-pass 
method, however, the initial window size was 200 × 200 pixels and reduced to a final window 
size of 25 × 25 pixels with a 50% overlap. The SPIV velocity vector spacing is λm = 292 μm, 
corresponding to λm/lf  = 0.89, and λm/λk = 4.1. The statistical correlation uncertainty in the 





 Chemiluminescence Imaging 
The ratio of the diatomic carbon (C2
*
) and methylidene (CH
*
) radical intensities have been 
shown to index the equivalence ratio of the reaction mixture [27,28]. The production of these 
radicals is dependent on the fuel and air mixture composition during the reaction and correlate to 




 chemiluminescence imaging system was used to 
determine the equivalence ratio throughout the duration of flame extinction. The setup consisted 
of an imaging objective, an image splitter, two band-pass filters, intensifier, and a high-speed 









lens mounted to an 
image splitter. Narrow-band wavelength filters are used to isolate the 422 – 432 nm band of CH
*
 
and 505-522 nm band of C2
*
 chemiluminescence, and the filtered signals are imaged onto the 
camera with the aid of an external lens-coupled intensifier. The configuration resulted in a field 
of view of 61 × 45 mm. The method to determine the equivalence ratio of the reaction has been 
discussed by Reyes et al. [28] and only a brief description is provided here. Firstly, background 
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the background noise level is selected to ensure that the equivalence ratio determined from this 
technique matches the experimentally set equivalence ratio prior to flame blowout (Φ = 0.7). All 













 correlates to the 
equivalence ratio, as demonstrated by Reyes et al [28]. To capture lean equivalence ratios for Φ 
< 0.7, calibration images are collected for stable reacting propane-air flames using the same 
setup and optics as the extinction experiment. Stable lean equivalence ratios ranging from 0.5 ≤ 









 intensity ratio is calculated for 
each Φ to develop a calibration curve. The calibration curve is used to determine the equivalence 
ratios through the duration of the extinction process. This method is advantageous, as it allows 
for variations in Ф to be determined locally within the domain as the extinction process occurs.  
The equivalence ratio data will be presented and discussed in the results section below.  
 
2.4 Flame Edge Detection 
The instantaneous local position of the flame is determined from the seed particle density 




 and SPIV 
images. The PIV seed-particle density jump identifies the interface between the reactants and 
products from the high-heat release along the flame and has been implemented to yield reliable 
flame contours for turbulent flames at moderate Reynolds numbers [19,32–34]. 
The wide-field flame boundary is obtained by first accentuating the seed particle density 
jump interface by applying three passes of a median filter within a 3 × 3 pixel window size. To 
enhance the contrast between the products and reactants within the flow, the complement of the 
median filtered image is determined. The flame boundary is determined by a Moore-Neighbor 
tracing algorithm, which identifies the boundary of the flame using a specified threshold [35]; 
the specific threshold value for each image is determined from Otsu’s method [36] which 
separates the image into two clusters of pixels: one cluster highlights the flame topology and the 
other consist of the dark background. The appropriate threshold is calculated as the value which 
minimizes the variance within the each cluster, or equivalently, maximizes the variance between 
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the two clusters. This method allows for the instantaneous flame coordinates to be extracted 
throughout the duration of the extinction process. 
The same flame trace method was applied to the stereo PIV images, to validate the position 
of the flame. The root mean square (RMS) difference of the flame position between the two 
stereo cameras was negligible throughout the entire extinction process with a difference of less 
than 5% of a bluff-body height which is approximately on the order of the wide-field PIV vector 
spacing ~0.8 mm. The RMS difference between the stereo images and the wide-field PIV images 
was between 10-15% of a bluff-body height throughout the extinction process. The wide-field 










flame boundary also maintained an RMS difference of less than 15% of a 
bluff-body height throughout the duration of extinction. 
 
2.5 Flame Blowout Methodology 
Premixed propane and air enter the combustion test section at a temperature of 300 K and an 
equivalence ratio of φ = 0.7. The mixture is ignited, and a stable lean flame is maintained for a 
short duration (~2-4 seconds) to minimize any effects of preheating the bluff-body. Once a lean 
flame is stabilized, the fuel flow rate into the reactant mixture is shutoff via a solenoid valve to 
induce global blowout. The response time of the solenoid valve is 0.1 s, which is 2000 times 
longer than the data sampling time (0.05 ms) and ~6-100 times longer than the chemical (τESR) 
and fluid time scales for the flame-flow field [6]. This ensures that the relevant physcis can be 
temporally captured using the diagnostics listed in Section 2.3. After each blowout event, room 
temperature air continues to flow over the bluff-body to bring the temperature back to 300 K 
prior to re-ignition. Similar methods have also been implemented in recent experiemtnal and 
numerical work [27,41], and have been shown to capture the relevant flame-flow physcis. 
The pixel intensity of the chemiluminescence images is used to characterize the temporal 
extinction process and identify the time instant in which global flame blowout occurs. When 
analyzing the extinction phenomenon between the three wall configurations (diffuser, nominal, 
nozzle), the total duration of flame extinction was different for all cases. To account for this, a 
method was developed to align the time-frames between the three test conditions by developing a 
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Figure 4. a) C2* and CH* species 
intensities for the nominal 
configuration throughout the extinction 
duration, and b) equivalence ratio for 
all test cases. All quantities are 




normalized time variable, t*, which is expressed in equation 1; this method of temporal analysis 
has also been documented in previous studies of flame blowout [27].  
Here, t is the actual time, ts is the start of the extinction process and tb is the time where global 
blowout occurs. The time where the extinction process begins (ts) corresponds to the time in 
which the chemiluminescence intensity changes from a constant stable burning value and begins 
to decrease; the decreasing luminosity of the two chemiluminescence signals is indicative of the 
equivalence ratio decreasing through time. The chemiluminescence intensity continues to 
decrease until global blowout occurs. Once the flame is blown out, the chemiluminescence 
intensity reaches a constant, minimum value. The first time instant where the mean pixel 
intensity reaches this minimum value is denoted as tb. Using this normalization method, the start 
of the extinction process is equivalent to t* = 0 and 
the time of complete blowout is equivalent to t* = 1. 
 
3. Results 
The following sections evaluate the effects of 
pressure gradient tailoring upon the mechanisms of 
lean flame blowout followed by a frequency and 
Strouhal number analysis. The three test conditions 
for tailoring the pressure gradient of interest are the 
diffuser, nominal, and nozzle configurations as 
described in Section 2.1. The freestream velocity for 
each test condition is maintained at U∞ = 25 m/s, 
corresponding to a Reynolds number of Re = U∞H/ν 
≈ 27,000. The blowout methodology is the same for 
each test configuration as described in Section 2.5. 





intensities  throughout the duration of extinction are 
provided within Figure 4a. The curves are 
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Figure 5. Pressure profiles along the axial 
distance of the test section. Pressure is 
normalized by 0.5ρU∞
2
 to provide a normalized 
pressure coefficient. The initial pressure value 
Cp(0) is subtracted from the measurements to 
align the pressure curves and provide visual 
contrast. 
 




 images between 2 ≤ x/H ≤ 4. 
Both species intensities begin decreasing when t* = 0 and continue to drop until complete 
blowout occurs at t* = 1. The species intensity data is used to quantify the equivalence ratio 
through time, as shown in Fig. 4b. The equivalence ratio for the three extinction test cases all 
begin near Φ = 0.7 and decrease throughout the extinction event. At the time of global blowout, 
the equivalence ratio is near Φ = 0.55 for all test configurations. This temporal equivalence ratio 
data is used to calculate the temporal density gradient across the flame as well as the laminar 
flame speed; both will be discussed within the subsequent sections. The uncertainty in the 
equivalence ratio is determined from an error propagation which accounts for the error in the air 
flow rate, the error in the fuel flow rate, as well as the standard error (or standard deviation) 




 for the stable lean equivalence ratios; the 
maximum error in the equivalence ratio is approximately Φ ± 0.016.  
3.1 Pressure Gradient Tailoring and Baroclinic Torque 
The diffuser, nominal, and nozzle configurations are implemented to obtain different axial 
pressure gradients within the test-section. The near-field axial pressure for the stable reacting 
flow is depicted in Fig. 5. The pressure curves are focused on the spatial region between 2 ≤ x/H 
≤ 4 to isolate the critical region where flame extinction occurs [5,6,18–20]. The axial pressure 
curves are determined from the pressure measurements described in Section 2.1. Furthermore, 
the pressure presented in Fig. 5 is presented 
as Cp-Cp(0), where Cp = P(x)/0.5ρU∞
2
 and 
Cp(0) represents the value of Cp at the 
upstream measurement location nearest to 
the bluff-body trailing edge. This method of 
depicting the axial pressure within the test 
section is specifically chosen to align the 
starting location of the pressure curves for 
all configurations while also providing 
visual clarity of the varying pressure 
gradient magnitudes, dP/dx, between the 
three wall configurations. The nozzle 
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Figure 6. Temporal evolution of baroclinic 
torque throughout the duration of extinction 
for the three different wall configurations. 
The baroclinic torque is normalized by 
(H·LF)/(U∞·SL) and spatially averaged 
between 2 ≤ x/H ≤ 4. 
 
configuration produces the highest-magnitude pressure gradient within the near-field domain; in 
contrast, the diffuser maintains the lowest magnitude pressure gradient.  
The differing pressure gradients between the three wall configurations will have a direct 
influence on the magnitude of baroclinic torque production within the near-field domain. The 
baroclinic torque is expressed as 1/𝜌2(∇𝜌 × ∇𝑃), where the misalignment between density and 
pressure gradients imparts a rotational motion within the flow field [4,6,22,23,25]. The pressure 
gradient is determined from the static pressure measurements depicted within Fig. 5, and the 









 ,     (2) 
where ρu and ρb are the densities of the unburnt reactants and burnt products, respectively, lf is 
the laminar flame thickness, and nx and ny are the normal components of the flame. The density 
of the burned gas is determined from the equivalence ratio presented in Fig. 4 and the laminar 
flame thickness is acquired from Tang [37] and Vagelopous [38].  
The baroclinic torque generated for each of the test conditions is first evaluated locally using 
the density and pressure gradients along the wrinkled flame structure. The local baroclinic torque 
is then spatially averaged over the axial distance 2 ≤ x/H ≤ 4 and shown in Fig. 6. Since the 
baroclinic torque is calculated at the 
instantaneous flame location, the curves 
presented within Fig. 6 also account for the 
shift in flame position through time. 
Considering that the nozzle case has the 
highest pressure gradient, the baroclinic 
torque is the highest for the nozzle and the 
lowest for the diffuser, Fig. 6. The baroclinic 
torque is relatively constant with time for 
both the nozzle and nominal cases, but begin 
to experience a significant drop in magnitude 
around t* = 0.75. For the diffuser 
configuration, the baroclinic torque remains 
at a nominally constant small value for the 
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Figure 7. Instantaneous vorticity contours along with the flame structure and the local flame 
strain rate. Time evolution is from left to right with t* = 0 representing the beginning of the 








majority of the extinction duration, but a slight decrease is also noticed near t* = 0.75. 
 
3.2 Flame and Flow Field Visualizations 
Instantaneous vorticity fields with the overlapping flame structures for the diffuser, nominal, 
and nozzle configurations are presented within Fig. 7 to visualize the influence of baroclinic 
torque on the flame-flow field. The contours are focused on the critical region for flame blowout, 
2 ≤ x/H ≤ 4. Additionally, the local flame strain rate (κ) is superimposed on the flame boundaries 
shown within Fig. 7. The local strain rate is calculated using equation 3, where u and v are the 
stream-wise and cross-stream velocity components, respectively. 















Four various time instances are provided to highlight the temporal evolution of the flame-
flow field. The first time instant is indicative of a stable burning flame and is selected at t* = 
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0.03 just after the flame extinction process is initiated. The second and third frames show the 
phenomena during the extinction process, and the last frame depicts the flame just prior to 
complete blow-out at t* = 0.96.  
During stable combustion, the flame structure is wrinkled and is generally symmetrical 
across the bluff-body centerline (y/H = 0). The flame edge extends beyond the regions of high-
magnitude shear layer vorticity near the beginning of the extinction process, however, the 
vorticity field for low baroclinic torque (diffuser) occupies the largest area within the domain 
compared to the other configurations. The expansive appearance of the low baroclinic torque 
case is due to the larger volume afforded by the diffuser within the downstream locations. As the 
flame proceeds towards complete blowout, the flame structure begins to overlap with regions of 
high-magnitude shear layer vorticity for all configurations. Near blowout, it is noted that the 
flame within the diffuser configuration maintains symmetrical wrinkling structures across the 
bluff-body centerline (Fig. 7), opposed to the nominal and nozzle configurations where the 
overall symmetry of the flame is completely lost.  
In addition, the magnitude of vorticity increases and occupies a greater area within the 
domain as the flame approaches global blowout. To evaluate the temporal vorticity dynamics,  
the vorticity characteristic length scales are defined in Fig. 8. Note that it is challenging to 
determine the recirculation zone length from the instantaneous reacting flow field data, therefore, 
the shear layer length is used. The shear layer dimensions are dependent on the recirculation 
zone dynamics and the density ratio across the flame [23]. The shear layer length is determined 
as the axial distance from the trailing edge of the bluff-body to the point where the shear 
generated vorticity reaches a minimum; likewise, the shear layer width is calculated as the 
vertical length from the bluff-body centerline to the height in which the vorticity reaches zero. In 
all of the cases, there is a subtle increase in the shear layer length with time, however, the shear 
length for the nozzle condition is significantly shorter than the diffuser and nominal cases, as 
presented within Fig. 8a. Likewise, the shear layer widths for the diffuser and nominal cases are 
similar, however, past the time t* = 0.45, the width of the diffuser case begins to deviate and 
increases over the nominal case, Fig. 8b. For the nozzle case, the shear width is relatively 
constant until approximately t* = 0.75, where a sudden increase is noticed. The shear layer 
dimensions are smallest for the nozzle and largest for the diffuser, as reflected by the expansive 
vorticity field captured within Fig. 7. When comparing the three test conditions, the shear 
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Figure 8. a) Shear layer length and b) shear 
layer width and mean transverse flame position 
through time. 
 
dimensions are inversely proportional to the magnitude of baroclinic torque production; in other 
words, the baroclinic torque production attenuates the shear layer vorticity due to its opposing 
orientation [26,27].   
The mean transverse flame position from the bluff-body centerline, spatially averaged over 
the axial distance of 2 ≤ x/H ≤ 4, is presented within Fig. 8b. It is noticed that the diffuser 
maintains the widest flame brush, while the nominal and nozzle configurations have similar 
widths until about t* = 0.75, at which point the flame brush begins to narrow. It is also 
noteworthy that the mean flame position is representative of the spatial location where baroclinic 
torque is generated through time. During the first half of the blowout process, the mean 
transverse flame position is greater than the width of the shear layer, ensuring that the flame is 
maintained away from the high-magnitude shear layer vorticity; this reflects the observations of 
the flame edge bounding the shear layers in Fig. 7. During the late stages of the extinction 
process, past the time t* = 0.75, it becomes evident that the flame is inducted toward the bluff-
body centerline, meaning that the spatial location where baroclinic torque is generated also 
approaches the shear layer region. Despite the 
spatial convergence of the two vorticity 
mechanisms, the shear layer width broadens 
through time as seen within Fig. 8b. The 
temporal increase of the shear layer width 
suggests that the magnitude of baroclinic 
torque, rather than spatial location where it is 
produced, has the strongest influence on the 
shear layer vorticity dynamics.   
Near blowout, flame position and the 
shear layer widths are seen to overlap with Fig 
8b, indicating that there are strong shear layer 
and flame interactions near blowout. This is 
also consistent with the overlapping flame and 
vorticity fields presented in the late stages of 
the extinction process in Fig. 7. The flame and 
shear layer interaction dynamics have been 
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previously described as the source of increased hydrodynamic strain along the flame and is, 
therefore, a key contributor to the mechanisms of flame blowout [5,6,19,20,27]. When 
comparing the severity of the shear layer and flame interaction between the three configurations, 
the flame position for the diffuser configuration decreases more rapidly than the other two 
configurations while the shear layer width increases at the highest rate compared to the other 
configurations. This indicates that the lower magnitudes of baroclinic torque produced from the 
diffuser enhance the temporal flame-shear layer vorticity interaction and consequently 
accelerates flame blowout. In contrast, the nozzle configuration delays the flame and shear layer 
interaction and is therefore expected to attenuate the overall mechanisms of flame blowout.  
3.3 Flame-Vorticity Interaction Dynamics  
The shear layer vorticity and the baroclinic torque are the two main sources of vorticity that 
play a vital role in the flame stabilization and extinction processes. The shear layer vorticity is 
generated from the no-slip condition at the bluff-body while the baroclinic torque is produced by 
the presence of the flame within the flow domain. These two sources of vorticity act in opposing 
directions and remain separated as long as there is sufficient heat release to maintain the 
baroclinic torque production along the flame boundary. The nozzle configuration has been 
shown to produce the largest magnitudes of baroclinic torque, however, in the presence of the 
shear layer vorticity, the two opposing vorticity mechanisms are expected to attenuate each 
other, and thus the overall magnitudes of vorticity are decreased [26]. Therefore, the delayed 
flame-shear layer interaction observed from the nozzle configuration is due to the decreased 
magnitudes of shear layer vorticity due to the attenuation effect of the higher baroclinic torque 
production. The vorticity magnitudes within the shear layer are compared to the vorticity 
magnitudes experienced at the location of the flame boundary (denoted as flame vorticity) within 
Fig. 9. The shear layer vorticity is extracted from the vorticity field along the line of maximum 
vorticity within the recirculation zone and reattachment regions. The vorticity experienced by the 
flame is extracted along the flame boundary. As observed in Fig. 7, it is expected that the 
vorticity experienced at the location of the flame boundary is less than the vorticity within the 
shear layer; this is now quantified in Fig. 9. During the first half of the extinction process, the 
nozzle configuration experiences the lowest magnitudes of shear layer and flame vorticity. This 
is due to the increased baroclinic torque magnitudes and the corresponding attenuation effect it 
has on the shear layer vorticity. 
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Figure 9. Axial profiles of the shear layer vorticity, vorticity along the flame, and flame strain 
rate. All quantities are normalized by H/U∞. 
Moreover, the shear layer and flame vorticity both decrease along the axial distance for all 
test section configurations. The decreasing vorticity magnitudes are a result of the dampening 
effects from baroclinic torque, however, dilatation and viscous dissipation vortex mechanisms 
also contribute to the diminishing vorticity magnitudes within the near-field domain [4,6,24]. For 
all test cases, the decreasing vorticity magnitudes approach the zero-datum line; however, the 
vorticity experienced at the location of the flame boundary switches sign at x/H = 3.7 for the 
nozzle configuration and sustains a negative value for the first half of the extinction duration. 
The transition from positive to negative vorticity magnitudes is indicative of the baroclinic 
torque becoming the dominant vorticity mechanism within the flow field and eliminating the 
shear layer vorticity downstream of the bluff-body. This phenomenon is consistent with previous 
studies of reacting bluff-body flow fields that have highlighted the increasing dominance of 
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Figure 10. Mean difference between the 
shear layer vorticity and freestream 
vorticity at the location of the flame 
boundary. Values are normalized by H/U∞. 
 
baroclinic torque as the axial distance from the 
bluff-body is increased [6,22,23,27]. For the 
diffuser and the nominal cases, it is expected 
for the flame-generated vorticity to switch sign 
further downstream of the bluff-body at 
distances x/H > 4 as the influence of baroclinic 
torque is expected to dominate. 
Furthermore, as the flame approaches 
blowout, the difference between shear layer and 
the flame-generated vorticity decreases 
indicating a prominent flame-shear layer 
interaction near blowout. The difference in 
magnitudes between the flame and shear layer vorticity are quantified within Fig. 10. The 
vorticity difference is determined by taking the difference between the instantaneous mean 
vorticity within the shear layer and along the flame within the spatial domain between 2 ≤ x/H ≤ 
4 for every instant in time and portrayed in Fig. 10 as a non-dimensional quantity ∆ωH/U∞. 
Throughout most of the extinction duration, the mean difference between the shear layer and 
flame vorticity magnitudes is smallest for the nozzle configuration and largest for the diffuser. 
Considering that the baroclinic torque and shear layer vorticity have opposing signs, the low 
baroclinic torque production for the diffuser has the weakest attenuation of the shear layer 
vorticity. The lack of vorticity attenuation combined with the large flame span experienced by 
the diffuser results in the largest difference between vorticity magnitudes, as shown within Fig. 
10. Conversely, the nozzle has the strongest dampening effect upon the shear layer, resulting in a 
subtle difference in vorticity magnitudes. Throughout the duration of the extinction process, the 
mean vorticity difference between the flame and shear layer decreases for all test cases which 
reflects that at blow-out, the shear layer and flame-generated vorticity magnitudes are similar and 
thus provides additional support to the flame-shear layer interaction as a precursor to blowout. 
During the lean blowout process, the equivalence ratio decreases monotonically and the 
flame temperature decreases. The temperature decrease results in decreased density ratio across 
the flame between the burned and unburned gases. Since the vorticity dilatation and flame-
generated vorticity scale with the density ratio, the decrease in the density ratio will weaken the 
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Figure 11. Temporal strain rate along the flame 
and extinction strain rate limit. 
 
effect of attenuating the shear layer vorticity by the action of vorticity dilatation and flame-
generated vorticity, i.e., the shear layer vorticity is unabated and dominates the whole flow field. 
The magnitude of the shear layer vorticity increases near the bluff-body and broadens into the 
wake along the axial distance [5]. Furthermore, as the equivalence ratio is reduced, the 
diminishing magnitudes of baroclinic torque are coupled with decreased flame speeds, allowing 
the flame to interact with the high-magnitude shear layer vorticity. Within this study, the 
baroclinic torque produced by the nozzle configuration is the largest in view of mutual vorticity 
attenuation and hence, it is expected to 
attenuate the flame-vortex interaction 
mechanism driving a delayed blowout. 
Conversely, the diffuser configuration 
experiences the largest decrease in the 
vertical flame position through time 
coupled with the largest shear layer 
vorticity magnitudes. Therefore, the 
interaction between the shear layer and the 
flame occurs earliest for the diffuser and 
will lead to blowout quicker than the other 
configurations. In addition, near the end of 
the extinction process, the strain rate along 
the flame is largest for the diffuser (see 
diffuser in Fig. 9), suggesting that the 
strain rate along the flame is a critical 
parameter indicative for flame blowout. 
3.4 Strain Rate Evolution and Karlovitz 
Number Analysis 
The hydrodynamic strain rate along the 
flame is an important parameter for 
characterizing localized extinctions along 
the flame [18,19,27,39]. The strain rate 
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Figure 12. Karlovitz number curve for the 
three test section configurations. Ka = 1 is 
used as a reference to indicate the initiation of 
local extinctions along the flame. 
 
along the flame is calculated using equation 3 for each of the wall configurations and presented 
within Fig. 11. Similar to the analysis within the previous sections, the strain rate is spatially 
averaged between 2 ≤ x/H ≤ 4 to provide a global perspective of the temporal strain rate 
evolution within the critical domain for lean blowout. For all configurations, the strain rate 
increases through time, however, there is a time period during the beginning of the extinction 
process where the strain rate is relatively constant; this is represented by the horizontal line 
within Fig. 11. After maintaining relative constancy, the strain rate undergoes rapid growth for 
all configurations. It is also noted that the time duration to maintain a nearly constant strain rate 
along the flame varies for the three test conditions; this time duration is also depicted within Fig. 
11. The high-magnitude baroclinic torque production for the nozzle allows the strain rate along 
the flame to maintain a nominally constant value until t* ≈ 0.8. Beyond this time instant, the 
strain rate undergoes rapid temporal growth and global blowout ensues. For the diffuser and 
nominal configuration, the significant increase in the strain rate appears earlier in the extinction 
process, at t* ≈ 0.52 and t* ≈ 0.7, respectively. This indicates that higher magnitudes of 
baroclinic torque are able to hinder the shear-induced mechanisms of extinction. Furthermore, it 
is important to note that the point where the strain rate experiences a rapid increase closely 
corresponds to the time instant where the flame strain rate is equivalent to the extinction strain 
rate limit. The extinction strain rate within Fig. 11 is obtained using CHEMKIN [40] for 
premixed opposed-jet flames, and is evaluated as the maximum feasible velocity gradient in 
which a flame can be sustained for a given equivalence ratio and flame thickness; this approach 
has also been implemented in previous work to analyze the dynamics of lean flame blowout 
[27,41].  
In view that excessive strain rates lead to 
localized flame extinctions, early onset of the 
strain rate experienced within the diffuser 
case indicates an expedited flame blowout. 
For example, considering that there is a 
general agreement that the competition 
between the fluid mechanical and chemical 
kinetic processes has a direct influence on 
the blowout process, the competing time 
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scales play a key role [5]. To quantify this, the Karlovitz number, Ka, which is calculated as the 
ratio of the flame strain rate to the extinction strain rate tolerance is presented in Fig. 12. From a 
heat and mass transfer perspective, the Karlovitz number represents the ratio of chemical 
timescales to the hydrodynamic timescales. Thus, if Ka < 1 a stable reaction can be sustained, 
and if Ka > 1 indicates the flame is extinguishing. However, Ka = 1 is used as a reference marker 
and does not suggest immediate blowout. A Karlovitz number of unity is associated with 
localized extinctions where an unsteady flame can persist through self-healing and re-ignition of 
flame holes [6]. Regardless of the magnitude of baroclinic torque, the Karlovitz number is less 
than unity through the first half of the extinction process, Fig. 12. At the time instant of t* ≈ 0.53, 
the Karlovitz number for the diffuser case increases rapidly, followed by the nominal and nozzle 
configurations at t* ≈ 0.73 and t* ≈ 0.8, respectively. This indicates that the increased production 
of baroclinic torque from the nozzle configuration elongates the time required for the Karlovitz 
number to reach unity. In this manner, the nozzle delays the initiation of localized extinctions 
along the flame. For all three test configurations, it is also noticed that the sharp rise in the flame 
strain rate occurs near the same time as when the shear layer width and mean transverse flame 
position begin to converge toward one another, as previously shown within Fig. 8. This behavior 
implies that the sudden increase in the Karlovitz number can be used as a marker for the flame-
shear layer interaction mechanism that drives global flame extinction.  
 
3.5 Baroclinic Influence on Hydrodynamic Instabilities 
Throughout the extinction process, the flame structure oscillates with a distinct frequency. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that flame structures and wrinkling are heavily driven by 
local vorticity dynamics [27,34,42,43]. For this reason, it is anticipated that the flow field 
undergoes similar oscillations as the flame. To quantify the flame and flow instabilities, the 
power spectral density (PSD) of the flow field is provided within Fig. 13. The PSD is evaluated 
using the transverse velocity within the shear layer to capture the flow oscillations with minimal 
contributions from the stream-wise acceleration of the combustion products. The transverse 
velocity signal is probed at the spatial location where it is maximum; the frequency analysis is 
then performed using Welch’s overlapping segment averaging estimator [44]. 
During stable combustion, the BVK frequency for the nominal configuration is 
approximately 450 Hz. As the flame progresses towards blowout, there is a clear shift in the 
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frequency to approximately 340 Hz, which is the expected BVK frequency for a non-reacting 
bluff-body flow [6]. As the flame blows-out, the general trend of the BVK frequency shift is 
similar for the diffuser and nozzle configurations. However, the BVK frequency and its 
harmonics are not identical between the three test-section configurations. 
To further supplement the analysis of hydrodynamic instabilities throughout the extinction 
process, a Strouhal number analysis is conducted. The Strouhal number, St, is a dimensionless 
number that is used to provide a characteristic description of flow oscillations. For bluff-body 





S t ,      (4) 
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Figure 13. Frequency spectra of the 
transverse (span-wise) velocity showing the 
BVK and harmonic frequency shift 
throughout extinction. 
 
where f is the oscillatory frequency, L is a 
characteristic length, and U∞ is the freestream 
velocity. For non-reacting bluff-body flows, the 
characteristic length is commonly selected as 
the height of the bluff-body (H) to provide a 
unified scaling criterion to describe the 
anticipated BVK vortex shedding frequency 
[4]. However, for extinguishing flames, 
changes in the density ratio and flame position 
cause the BVK frequency and its associated 
harmonics to decrease, as demonstrated in Fig. 
13. For this reason, a dynamic characteristic 
length scale should be chosen to accommodate 
for the frequency shift and allow for a singular 
Strouhal number to be obtained. Since the 
frequency analysis within Fig. 13 depicts the 
velocity fluctuations within the shear layer, the 
length scale selected should also come from 
this region. When comparing the shear layer 
dimensions within Fig. 8, the shear layer length 
appears to capture the effects of the pressure 
gradient tailoring better than the shear layer 
width; there is a clear seperation in shear layer 
lengths between the three test cases. For this 
reason, the shear layer length is chosen as an 
appropriate characteristic length for the 
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Figure 14. Strouhal number for various test 
section configurations. (a) Strouhal number 
calculated using BVK frequency and bluff-
body height. (b) Scaled Strouhal number 
using the first BVK harmonic frequency 





















Strouhal number analysis [45]. It is important to note that the shear layer length is proportionally 
related to the length of the recirculation zone. The time-averaged recirculation zone and shear 
layer lengths for a stable lean flame at Ф = 0.7 and a nonreacting condition of Ф = 0 shows that 
the shear layer length is nominally 48% longer than the length of the recirculation zone. This 
indicates that the shear layer length captures the effects of the changing density ratio in the same 
manner as the recirculation zone discussed in literature [23,46]. The shear layer length is also 
beneficial for capturing turbulence and viscous mixing effects which will influence the stability 
of the flame. It has also been shown to provide adequate scaling results within previous studies 
of blowout [27]. 
The Strouhal number is evaluated throughout the duration of extinction for the three test-
conditions and presented within Fig. 14. The Strouhal number is evaluated two separate ways: 
the first is a traditional method utilizing the bluff-body height as the characteristic length and the 
BVK frequency [6,23], as shown in Fig. 14a. The second method employs the shear layer length 
(L) as the characteristic length and is coupled 
with the first harmonic of BVK (2fBVK), as 
shown in Fig. 14b. To be more specific, the first 
BVK harmonic is used as it closely matches the 
oscillatory frequency of the flame throughout 
the extinction duration (~600-800 Hz), and thus, 
best represents the flame-flow field instabilities 
[27]. Figure 14a demonstrates that the 
traditional Strouhal number decreases as the 
equivalence ratio decreases. This is a result of 
the BVK frequencies decreasing through time 
as presented within Fig. 13. Once extinguished, 
the nonreacting Strouhal number for the 
nominal configuration is approximately 0.22, 
which is the expected number for nonreacting 
bluff-body flows [6,23]. It is also noteworthy 
that the nonreacting Strouhal number for the 
nozzle and diffuser configurations are slightly 
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offset from the nominal configuration due to variations in flow confinement [6]. 
In contrast, Figure 14b shows the Strouhal number remains nominally constant for all three 
test configuration; this is even true for the non-reacting flow field which is also included in Fig. 
14 as the data point residing beyond t* = 1. The unified Strouhal number indicates that the 
oscillating frequencies within the flow field are coupled with the extinguishing flame-flow 
dynamics. Although a unified Strouhal number scaling achieved for each configuration, there is a 
slight difference between the three test configurations (1.9 to 1.3). The diffuser configuration 
exhibits the highest Strouhal number of St ≈ 1.9 while the nozzle case exhibits the smallest value 
of St ≈ 1.3. This implies that the Strouhal number is more sensitive to the shear layer length than 
it is to the oscillatory frequency. With respect to the combustion-induced vorticity mechanisms, 
an increase in baroclinic torque production leads to a decreased Strouhal number due to the 
effect of shear layer vorticity attenuation. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The influence of pressure gradient tailoring on the temporal mechanisms of bluff-body flame 
extinction was investigated in a high-speed combustion facility. The axial pressure gradient  was 
varied by manipulating the test-section wall geometry between three configurations: a diffuser, 
nominal, and nozzle section. For all configurations, the results confirm that flame-vortex 
interactions are the primary mechanism of extinction for bluff-body flames. As the equivalence 
ratio decreased through time, the flame speed reduced and the flame boundary interacts with the 
shear layer regions. This interaction was shown to increase the strain rate along the flame and 
ultimately lead to global blowout. 
The validity of the extinction mechanism was also augmented by analyzing variations in 
flame-vortex interactions across the three wall configurations. The differing geometry between 
the three test cases were shown to influence the magnitude of the axial pressure gradient, which 
ultimately impacted the baroclinic torque production along the flame. The increased baroclinic 
torque magnutudes for the nozzle configuration resulted in the lowest magnitude shear layer 
vorticity due to a mutual vorticity attenuation. The decrease in shear layer vorticity mitigated the 
interaction between the flame and the shear layer, and resulted in lower strain rates along the 
flame throughout the duration of extinction. The opposite was true for the diffuser configuration, 
where the lowest magnitudes of baroclinic torque resulted in the largest shear layer vorticity 
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magnitudes. The increased shear layer magnitudes accentuated the flame-vorticity interactions, 
resulting in the largest strain rate magnitudes along the flame throughout the duration of 
extinction.  
To further discern the temporal variations of flame-vorticity interactions, Karlovitz numbers 
were analyzed to predict the time duration required for localized extinctions to initiate along the 
flame boundary. Similar to the strain rate analysis, the time required for the Karlovitz number to 
reach a critical value of unity was delayed for the nozzle configuration and shortened for the 
diffuser. Additionally, the time instant in which the Karlovitz number surpasses a value of unity 
was observed to coincide with the time where the mean transverse flame position and shear layer 
length began to converge. It is shown that this time instant is when hydrodynamic strain rate 
exceeds the flame extinction strain rate limit. This indicates that the sudden rise of the Karlovitz 
number can be used as an indicator of the flame and shear layer interaction dynamics.  
Finally, the magnitude of baroclinic torque was found to have minimal effects upon the BVK 
and harmonic frequencies. For all test conditions, the BVK frequency decreases through time 
and converges toward the expected frequency for non-reacting bluff-body flows. To further 
investigate the hydrodynamic instabilities throughout extinction, a Strouhal number was 
evaluated temporally for all test configurations. Using the frequency of the first BVK harmonic 
(2fBVK) and the shear layer length as the characteristic length, a constant Strouhal number was 
obtained for each independent test case. However, a variation in the Strouhal number value was 
found between the three cases and was attributed to the attenuation effect of the baroclinic torque 
influence on the shear layer length and vorticity magnitudes. In this manner, increased baroclinic 
torque production led to lower Strouhal numbers due to reduced shear layer length scales. 
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